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Abstract—In this paper one solution for teaching skills to
solve n-power algebraic equation by Lobachevsky-GreffeDandelen method is described. Student’s mistakes are
discovered and classified. Based on signal-parametric
approach to fault diagnosis in dynamic systems
mathematical diagnostic models which allow detecting
mistake classes by comparing student calculated results and
system calculated results are created. Features of proposed
diagnostic models application are presented. Intelligent
tutor system is developed and used on “Automatic Control
Theory” practical training by third year students of
National Aerospace University.
Index Terms—Intelligent tutor system, student mistake,
diagnostic model

I.
INTRODUCTION
A key intellectual part of the computer tutor system,
which incorporates the pedagogic mastery and experience
of the best teachers, is its diagnostic service. It allows not
only detecting a student's mistake, but also identifying the
cause of the mistake in order to choose an educational
sequence adapted for that student.
A quantity of scientific works is devoted to intelligent
tutor system diagnostic service development. Part of them
is based on the perturbated and reference models
comparing approach [1,2,3,4,5]. Other part of works is
based
on
Bayes
approach
[6,7].
Different
implementations of intelligent tutor system are described.
Such implementations as ALEKS, Carnegie Learning's
Cognitive Tutors, Ms. Lindquist, ActiveMath [8] include
diagnostic functions and teach to mathematical tasks
solving. Diagnostic service in these systems is
decomposed on two levels: one for specific student steps
analyzing during concrete mathematical task solving and
other for common student skills analyzing.
There are also opponents of diagnostic service in tutor
systems. For instance, in work [9] authors hold the
opinion that diagnostic aspect isn’t necessary at all
because educational process is divided on small stages
and preventing from mistakes accumulation instantaneous
feedback is used. We don’t hold such opinion by
following reasons. First of all, intermediate results input
leads to additional time consumption. Secondly, in some
cases there are several correct calculation orders [10] and
uniquely defined educational process decomposition isn’t
possible. Thirdly even on small stage there is a possibility
to make serious mistake, for instance, to approximate
3.445 to 3.5 or to 4.
This research is motivated by following reasons. In
publications devoted to intelligent tutor diagnostic

functions descriptions of students’ mistakes refer usually
to primitive mathematical actions. Descriptions of higher
education institute students’ professional mistakes, which
appeared during practical tasks solving are almost absent.
Mistake diagnosis mathematical tools are also weakly
presented.
In this paper one solution for teaching skills to solve npower algebraic equation by Lobachevsky-GreffeDandelen method is described. It is used on “Automatic
Control Theory” practical training by third year students
of National Aerospace University.
Lobachevsky-Greffe-Dandelen method [11] as a base to
solve n-power algebraic equation was chosen because of
its relatively simple calculation schema and importance
for solving stability tasks due to possibility to determine
both real and complex roots.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
1. To analyze n-power algebraic equation solutions
written by students and on the basis of results discover
and classify student’s mistakes.
2. On the basis of the signal-parametric approach to
fault diagnosis in dynamic systems [13] to create
mathematical diagnostic models which allow detecting
mistake classes by comparing student calculated results
and system calculated results.
3. To develop intelligent tutor system for
Lobachevsky-Greffe-Dandelen method learning which
includes following main functions:
a) support student by guide which covered theoretical
questions appeared during Lobachevsky-Greffe-Dandelen
method learning;
b) task solution sequence control;
с) student knowledge and skills step-by-step diagnosis;
d) student knowledge and skills remediation by
feedback introducing.
III. COMPUTER MODEL DESCRIPTION OF
LOBACHEVSKY-GREFFE-DANDELEN METHOD
Let n, g be integer and positive numbers, h be integer
b ∈ {0,1,..., h), j ∈ {0,1,..., n},
nonnegative
number,
l ∈ {1,..., n}, k ∈ {1,2,..., g} v ∈ {g − 1, g} .
Let us consider the two simplest cases, when equation
a 0 x n + a1 x n −1 + ... + a n = 0 , which coefficients are real
numbers, has all real roots or only one pair of complex
roots.
Let's introduce an auxiliary function r _ f ( x, h) to
present by the rounding rules any real number x with a
floating decimal point to within h digits after the point:
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TABLE I.
CLASSES OF THE MISTAKES
Number of
mistakes

Class of the mistakes
Mistake at imaginary part complex root calculation

14

13,3

Non-compliance with the condition of root squaring end

12

11,4

Mistakes connected with root squaring misunderstanding

11

10,5

Misspelling

10

9,5

Mistakes at doubled coefficients product calculation

8

7,6

Rough calculations

8

7,6

Unrecognized mistakes

6

5,7

Inverted formula for roots calculation

6

5,7

Lack of complex root existence conditions knowledge

5

4,8

Loss of sign at calculations

5

4,8

Redundant iteration

5

4,8

Incorrect coefficient exponentiation

3

2,9

Mistakes at 2g –th root calculation

2

1,9

Displaced quotient calculation

2

1,9

Mistakes at exponent calculation

2

1,9

Others

6

5,7

r _ f ( x, h) = (−1) t ⋅ ( z 0 + z1 ⋅10 −1 + z 2 ⋅10 −2 +
−h

+ ... + z h ⋅10 ) ⋅10 , where z b ∈ {0,1,...,9} , t ∈ {1,2} ,
p is a integer number, ( z 0 > 0) ⊕ (∀b z b = 0) .
Let’s A( 0, j ) = a j . Then coefficients of reformed
equations can be calculated by formula
p

j

A( k , j ) = r _ f ( A 2 ( k −1, j ) + 2∑ (−1) s A( k −1, j − s ) A( k −1, j + s ) , h) ,
s =1

where A( k −1,c ) = 0 , if (c < 0) ⊕ (c > n) .
Condition of coefficients calculation interrupting is
∀j∀v ( ( A( v , j ) > 0) ⇒ ( r _ f ( A( g , j ) , h) =
= r _ f ( A 2 ( g −1, j ) , h))) .
Real roots calculation is performed by formula
xl = ± r _ f ( 2 g

A( g ,l )
A( g ,l −1)

, h) ,

at that ∀v( A( v,l ) > 0) ∧ ( A( v ,l −1) > 0) . Sign of real root is
determined by substitution. At complex roots calculation
xl = α + iβ and xl +1 = α − iβ at first ρ = xl = xl +1 ,

ρ 2 = r _ f (2 g

A( g ,l +1)
A( g ,l −1)

, h)

is

computed,

∃v ( A( v ,l ) < 0) .

where
Then

1 a1
+ x1 + ... + xl −1 + xl + 2 + ... + x n ), h) and
2 a0

α = r _ f (− (

β = r _ f ( ρ 2 − α 2 , h) are computed.
IV.

%

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To determine concrete problems which appear when
students solve algebraic equations we conducted

experiment. 37 third-year students who study on a
speciality «Automatic control system» took part in it. 20
different 3-power equations were prepared. Every
equation has either 3 real roots or 1 real and 2 complex
roots. Every student was offered to solve 1 equation.
Necessary accuracy of calculations was 4 significant
positions.
To reveal a maximum quantity of mistakes during the
analysis of student's works we simulated calculations of
the student even after detection of mistakes. In that way
105 different mistakes were detected.
From the point of view of mistake appearance reasons
all mistakes can be divided into two classes:
misconceptions and procedural mistakes [2].
Concerning to place of appearing all mistakes can be
divided into two classes: general (for example, rounding
mistakes, misspelling and so on) and specific for concrete
place (for example, lack of complex root existence
conditions knowledge)
Below discovered classes are presented ordered by
number of mistakes appeared in our experiment (Table1).
Let’s uncover essence of presented classes.
“Mistake at imaginary part complex root calculation”
class describes situation when student forgets that
absolute value of complex roots is directly calculated
squared and thus substitutes ρ 4 instead of ρ 2 at β
computing.
“Non-compliance with the condition of root squaring
end” class is connected with ignorance of fact that not all
significant positions of positive coefficients coincided
with significant positions of squared coefficients received
on previous step.
“Misspelling” class includes such typical spelling or
input errors as single transcription (4 times), symbol
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deletion (3 times), symbol addition (once), adjacent
symbols transposition (once), and multiple transcriptions
(once).
“Mistakes
connected
with
root
squaring
misunderstanding” are 2g-th root computing instead of
2g-th root computing (8 times) and equation root
calculation without computing of radical (3 times).
“Mistakes at doubled coefficients product calculation”
class includes such mistakes as losing one of multipliers
(4 times), using current left coefficient instead of top left
(once), using initial coefficient (once), using current top
coefficient instead of top left (once) and using current
coefficients instead of top (once).
“Rough calculations” covers rounding mistakes (5
times) and ignorance of computing accuracy
requirements (3 times).
Mistakes in “Inverted formula for roots calculation”
class are caused by initial coefficient mirroring.
“Lack of complex root existence conditions
knowledge” class is connected with complex root
calculation when existence condition (coefficients sign
interchanging in one of the columns) isn’t true.
“Loss of a sign at calculation” is one of the most
common classes of mistakes [12].
“Redundant iteration” class describes situation when
student continues calculation when condition of
interrupting is true.
“Incorrect coefficient exponentiation” class means
raising to the fourth power instead of squaring (3 times).
“Mistakes at 2g –th root calculation” class describes
g +1

situation when student calculates 2 -th root (2 times).
“Displaced quotient calculation” class appeared 2
A( g ,3)
times at ρ 2 calculation when student took
A( g ,1)
instead of

A( g , 2)
A( g ,0)

.

“Mistakes at exponent calculation” class describes
situations when significand is correct but exponent isn’t.
“Others” class include such mistakes as incorrect
10 28
power dividing ( 14 = 10 2 (once)), β is calculating by
10
formula for ρ 2 (once), incorrect sign determining of real
root (once), incorrect sequence of operations
( (−10) 2 = −100 (once)) , lack of main algebra theorem
knowledge (calculations only 2 roots instead of 3 (once)),
taking 2g-th root from one coefficient but not from
quotient (once).
Maximum amount of mistakes made by one student
was 6 (3 times). For instance, one student at first raised to
the fourth power instead of squaring then misspelled one
digit, later used current left coefficient instead of top left,
then used inverted formula, later showed his lack of
complex root existence conditions knowledge and at the
end made mistake at imaginary part complex root
calculation.

V. DIAGNOSTIC MODELS
Diagnostic model (DM) is a mathematical model
which connects mistake with its symptom and allows
solving of inverse problem [13, 14].
x is a value
Let’s introduce table of symbols: ~
calculated by student, x̂ is a reference value calculated
by
tutor
program,
−1
−2
m(r _ f ( x, h)) = z 0 + z1 ⋅ 10 + z 2 ⋅ 10 + ... + z h ⋅ 10 − h
and ex(r _ f ( x, h)) = p are two auxiliary functions.
Then
DM
for
mistake
detecting
is
r _ f (~
x , h) ≠ r _ f ( xˆ , h) .
After mistake detecting we should identify its cause.
So we use DMs for class finding. For instance, DM for
finding “Mistake at imaginary part complex root
~
calculation” class is β = r _ f ( ρˆ 4 − αˆ 2 , h) .
DM for finding “Non-compliance with the condition of
root squaring end” class is
(~
z 0 = zˆ 0 ) ∧ ( ~
p = pˆ ) ∧ (∃s ∈ {1,2,..., h} ~z s ≠ zˆ s ) .
DMs for “Mistakes connected with root squaring
misunderstanding” are defined as follows.
Aˆ ( g ,l +1)
Aˆ ( g ,l )
~
xl = ± r _ f ( 2 g
, h) , ρ~ 2 = r _ f ( 2 g
, h)
Aˆ ( g ,l −1)
Aˆ ( g ,l −1)
describe 2g-th root computing instead of 2g-th root
computing.
Aˆ ( g ,l )
Aˆ ( g ,l +1)
~
xl = ± r _ f (
, h) , ρ~ 2 = r _ f (
, h) are
Aˆ ( g ,l −1)
Aˆ ( g ,l −1)
defined for situation when roots or ρ~ 2 are calculated
without computing of radical.
DMs for “Mistakes at doubled coefficients product
calculation” class are:
j
~
A( k , j ) = r _ f ( Aˆ 2 ( k −1, j ) + ∑ (−1) s Aˆ ( k −1, j − s ) Aˆ ( k −1, j + s ) , h) –
s =1

loosing of 2;
j
~
A( k , j ) = r _ f ( Aˆ 2 ( k −1, j ) + 2 ∑ (−1) s Aˆ ( k −1, j − s ) , h) – loosing
s =1

of right multiplier;
j
~
A( k , j ) = r _ f ( Aˆ 2 ( k −1, j ) + 2 ∑ (−1) s Aˆ ( k , j − s ) Aˆ ( k −1, j + s ) , h) –
s =1

using current left coefficient instead of top left one.
DMs for “Rough calculations” class are defined by two
following models.
(r _ f ( ~
x , h) − r _ f ( xˆ , h) = −1 ⋅ 10 ex ( r _ f ( xˆ ,h ))− h )^ ( zˆ h +1 ≥ 5)
serves for finding mistakes in rounding, where zˆ h +1 is a
stored reference (h+1) significant position. For instance,
rounding mistake was made when student rounds 1,4445
to 1,444.
DM for finding mistakes connected with ignorance of
computing accuracy requirements is defined as follows
r _ f (~
x , h) = r _ f ( xˆ , b), 0 ≤ b < h .
Using 1.6 ⋅ 10 7 instead of 1.631 ⋅ 10 7 can be seen as an
example of such mistake.
To find single transcription we use DM which defined
as ∃b ( ~z b ≠ zˆ b ) ∧ (∀s ∈ {0,1,..., h} − {b} ~z s = zˆ s ) .
Adjacent symbols transposition can be found by using
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∃s ∈ {0,1,..., h − 1} ( ~z s ≠ zˆ s +1 ) ∧ ( ~z s +1 ≠ zˆ s ) ∧
∧(∀w ∈ {0,1,..., h} − {s, s + 1} ~
z w = zˆ w ) .
For finding all of “Misspelling” mistakes similar
strings detecting methods [16] can be used.
DM for “Inverted formula using for roots calculation”
class is
Aˆ ( g ,l −1)
~
xl = ± r _ f (2 g
, h) .
Aˆ ( g ,l )
DM for “Lack of complex root existence conditions
knowledge” class is defined as
(I (~
xl ) ≠ 0) ∧ (∀j∀v ( Aˆ (v , j ) > 0) ,

where I ( xl ) is an imaginary part of xl root.
We define “Redundant iteration” as
∀j∀s ∈ {g − 2, g − 1} ( ( Aˆ ( s , j ) > 0) ⇒
⇒ ( r _ f ( Aˆ ( g −1, j ) , h) = r _ f ( Aˆ 2 ( g − 2, j ) , h))) .
ex ( r _ f ( Aˆ

xl = ± r _ f (2

g

, h ))

( g ,l )
m(r _ f ( Aˆ ( g ,l ) , h))
ex ( r _ f ( Aˆ ( g ,l −1) , h ))
⋅ 10
, h)
m(r _ f ( Aˆ
, h))

( g ,l −1)

serves for finding of incorrect power dividing mistakes.
One of the possible scenarios of obtained DM
application is presented in Fig 1 by the example of
student’s coefficient A(b, j ) calculation.
If student makes mistake the program will inform that
mistake have been made, analyze mistake and then allow
student to correct it. If mistake is made repeatedly the
program again will inform that mistake have been made,
analyze mistake and offer to repeat operations by steps.
And only if student makes mistake on i-step the program
will produce diagnostic message about mistake with
specifying its class.
Such approach is agreed with a principle that student

mistake is not given immediately. Instead of it, the
opportunity to find and correct a mistake is given to the
student. At the same time results of the mistakes analysis
which is performed by the program on each step are
stored in the student model.
All considered diagnostic models are created with
taking into account only single student mistake, though
students sometimes make also multiple mistakes.
The arguments for such assumption are.
1. Probability of multiple mistakes occurring is much
less than single mistake occurring probability because
p er < p er ⋅ p er ⋅ ... ⋅ p er , where p er – probability of
single mistake occurring.
2. Even for not too complicated formulas when we take
into consideration multiple mistakes huge amount of
alternate solutions are appeared. It complicates the
diagnostic service significantly [10].
3. If the diagnosis can’t be determined the program
will ask student to repeat calculation by steps [2] or
execute diagnostics conversationally with student [15].
Let’s note that several diagnoses may be inferred, for
instance rounding from 1.3005 to 1.3 can be interpreted
either as rounding mistake or as ignorance of computing
accuracy requirements. In this case diagnosis is stored in
student model as d1 ⊕ d2 and can be defined more
exactly by additional questions to student.
We have implemented in Delphi 6.0 first version of
such intelligent tutor system screenshots of which are
presented in Fig. 2.
This system includes all defined above diagnostic
models. When student misconception is found system
returns him to the theory learning.
It is used on “Automatic Control Theory” practical
training by third year students of our university. As
results of its using we can note following. First of all
even backward and lazy students work in tutor system
with pleasure. Secondly every student correctly solves his
task without teacher’s assistance.

should at first work on mistakes without assistance. Thus
the diagnostic message with a hint about the cause of the

Figure 1. Fragment of diagnostic models application scenario
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Figure 2. Intelligent tutor system screenshots

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Creating of diagnostic services is one of the central
problems in intelligent tutor systems development. The
main contributions of present paper are first of all the
results of student’s mistakes experimental research and
secondly based on these experimental results proposed
diagnostic models for student mistakes classes finding.
We are going to implement diagnostic models in
interpreted language and to store it in database. Such
approach will give potentialities to diagnostic models
addition/modifying without any changes in program shell.
Moreover program shell in mode of self-learning [1] will
be able to generate new diagnostic models, store it in
database and then interpret it. For instance, part of
proposed models connected with missing of operations
can be obtained automatically from reference model. We
are also going to create diagnostic models for common
student skills analyzing, such as estimating of
attentiveness, ability to learning, ability to work on
student’s own and others.
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